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Biography
Lou Gehrig teamed with Babe Ruth to form baseball's most devastating hitting tandem ever. The Iron Horse had 13 consecutive seasons with both 100 runs scored and 100 RBIs, averaging 139 runs and 148 RBIs; set an American League mark with 184 RBIs in 1931; hit a record 23 grand slams; and won the 1934 Triple Crown. His .361 batting average in seven World Series led the Yankees to six titles. A true gentleman and
a tragic figure, Gehrig's consecutive games-played streak ended at 2,130 when he was felled by a disease that later carried his name.

Eleanor, wife of Lou Gehrig, was a spirited young woman from a well-to-do Chicago family who met the straight-laced star player for the Yankees in Comiskey Park and married him after a long-distance courtship. The marriage ended tragically on June 2, 1941, when Lou Gehrig died of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. After her husband's death, Mrs. Gehrig never remarried and lived quietly in her apartment on Manhattan's East Side for more than forty years. The dramatic and tragic story of her nine year marriage to Gehrig became a familiar one, chiefly because it was told in books and two films. During the 1950s, she became the national chairman of the Muscular Dystrophy Association. The story of Eleanor and Lou Gehrig inspired the movie "Pride of the Yankees," which stars Teresa Wright and Gary Cooper as the famous couple.

Christina was born in 1881 in Wiltser, Schleswig-Holstein, a province of pre-World War I Germany, near the German-Danish border. She immigrated to the United States in 1899. Heinrich Ludwig Gehrig was born in 1867 in Adelsheim, Baden, and came to America in October of 1888. He originally spent some time in Chicago, but later settled in New York, where he met Christina who was fourteen years younger than he. Like Heinrich, she was a Lutheran. They married in 1900.

Eleanor Gehrig, www.findagrave.com

Scope and Content
This collection is organized into one series by subject matter.
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Corporate Names
New York Yankees
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American League
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Box 1

Folder 1  Commerce Courier, High School of Commerce, June 16, 1920
           BL-188.57

Folder 2  Correspondence, 1925, 1935-1941
           American League contract, March 1933, photocopy only
           Postcard written by Gehrig, Aug 11, 1937, BL-3703.83
           Handwritten letter by Gehrig to Gordon Cobblewiek, of the
           Cleveland Plain Dealer, Jul 17, 1937, BL-1924.76
           Gehrig’s response to a fan’s letter, Jun 5, 1937, BL-1579.72
           Gehrig declines an invitation, Apr 21, 1941, BL-101.59

Folder 3  Clippings and correspondence, Aug 9 – 14, 1933
           Preparing for Gehrig’s record-tying consecutive game

Folder 4  Hall of Fame postcard, black and white
           Gehrig’s signed check to Chicago NL Baseball Club, Sept 3, 1932
           B-373.55m
           Adolph Grant’s drawing of Gehrig, Apr 1940, B-373.55h
           “Gehrigram” Fan Club newsletter, Apr 1940, BL-6795.90
           1931 Japan itinerary and schedule, B-370.55

Folder 5  Statistics, correspondence and articles relating to Gehrig’s statistics
           1932-1987
           “The case for Lou Gehrig” by Guy Curato, 1987
           BL-2570.89, BL-6175.90

Folder 6  Telegrams, death of Gehrig, Jun 2, 1941
           Two cards of appreciation of condolences, Mrs. E. Gehrig
           Last Will and Testament, Mar 28, 1941, not signed; BL-392.2006.51
Folder 7  Obituaries, articles, BL-463.42
3-page press release

Folder 8  Correspondence, articles, 1942-1995

Folder 9  “Lou Gehrig – A Quiet Hero” by Frank Graham
Correspondence, Feb – Mar 1942

Folder 10  Gehrig Memorial Fund – correspondence, pamphlets
1942, 1949-1954

Folder 11  Correspondence, articles re: Gehrig’s ashes, 1946-1950, 1995

Folder 12  Clippings, articles, 1936-1976

Folder 13  Correspondence, legal documents of Christina & Heinrich Gehrig
1946-1949

Eleanor Gehrig
Folder 14  Correspondence, agreements, 1941-1983

Folder 15  “Pride of the Yankees” ephemera
NY Times sports page, Sept 10, 1941
World Series program, special edition, 1941
Poster, Sept 1941
Chicago premiere program, Aug 19, 1942

Folder 16  “Pride of the Yankees” correspondence, 1941

Folder 17  “Pride of the Yankees” correspondence, 1942-1943, 1969

Folder 18  “Baseball Wife” correspondence, agreements, 1972-1973


Folder 20  “Lou Gehrig: in a league by himself” with Hugh Downs
American Lifestyle, television script, no date

Box 2
Folder 1  Correspondence, 1941 – 1948

Folder 2  Correspondence, 1966 – 1983

Folder 3  Letter to Gen Lorenzen from Eleanor’s mother, c. mid-1940s

Folder 4  Lou Gehrig Memorial Scholarship, press release, Mar 1, 1951
Reprint from June 1941 “Gehrig’s Fame Rooted in Morningside”
Folder 5  Correspondence from FDR, Sept and Nov 1944
          Nixon, Sept 1972, Oct 1977
Folder 6  Public speeches and remarks by Mrs. Gehrig
Folder 7  Sports Illustrated article by Mrs. Gehrig, Apr 3, 1961
Folder 8  Miscellaneous items
Folder 9  “I can’t get to first base with you” sheet music, lyrics
Folder 10 Manuscript, 14 pages, 1971, no author